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1. Introduction 
B-Fabric manages all experimental data generated at the FGCZ together with the experiment and 
sample annotation. It has a web-based user interface and can be used from any computer with 
internet access.  
 

For the proper data management and analysis a correct sample annotation, closely reflecting the 
experimental design, is indispensable. This step-by-step tutorial will explain how to do this. 
 
 
B-Fabric supports instrument specialists, researchers, providing a number of advantages:  

           B-Fabric can be accessed at:  https://fgcz-bfabric.uzh.ch 
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2. Access B-Fabric and Data Management 

•  All users with a FGCZ user login can log into B-Fabric with the FGCZ 
login and password 

•  Academic user from a swiss university can log in with the Shibboleth 
(Switch-AAI login) account 

•  B-Fabric is a LIMS (Laboratory Information Management System) as 
well as a tool that can be used for simple and more sophisticated quality 
control checks and data analysis 

•  B-Fabric already knows all the projects you have at the FGCZ 
•  B-Fabric also deals with the user management of the projects  
•  All members which are part of this project can see and edit data which 

are entered in B-Fabric 

           B-Fabric can be accessed at:  http://fgcz-bfabric.uzh.ch 
 Or just follow the link on the FGCZ - web page for B-Fabric 
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3. Workflow Overview - for Proteomics 

Registering and annotating the samples is straightforward and allows for batch processing.  
 
1) The researcher creates sample(s) in B-Fabric according to the experimental design  

and provide information how the samples are generated and treated. 
 
2) The researcher then creates workunits (by importing data) for experiments or search 

batches AND assigns the measured RAW files with the associated samples(s).  
 

3) The workunits can then be used to trigger some kind of analysis (see Applications in this 
Quickguide) or the workunits (group of file(s)) can be downloaded and distributed. 

Register Sample Import Data 
Do something with your 

data.  
-> Analysis work units 

Meta data annotated by the user  (mandatory) 
- best possible description how the sample is generated 
- bundle RAW-files in a import work unit 
- relate samples and imported files (1:n) 

Triggered by the user 
(Note: This only works if the 

previous steps are done) 

& 
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4. Start Screen 

You immediately see on the left side an overview of your project, the members and 
what is already annotated in the system and you can jump to the respective sections. 

FGCZ-Intranet 

Profile settings 

Startpage of a 
project  

Log-off 
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4. Start Screen 

At the top, there are the sections where you can create Projects/Samples/
Workunits or start to import/analyze or download your data or use webapps.. 
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4. Sample Registration - step-by-step 
--> A “sample” is the biological source for what you are going to measure 

By clicking on the Samples button, you see what samples are already registered. Filters can 
be applied in the blank field. Also indicated are the number of parents/childs that are 
generated from each sample. 

Click on: 
Create Sample 
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4. Sample Registration - step-by-step (cont.) 
--> A “sample” is the biological source for what you are going to measure 

Or go via menu: 
Create Sample 
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4. Sample Registration - step-by-step (cont.) 
--> A “sample” is the biological source for what you are going to measure 

1. Give a meaningful  
sample name and 

add free text in the  
description 

3. Click save 

2. Select the  
sample type: e.g. 

„biological sample� 
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4. Sample Registration - step-by-step (cont.) 
Step 3: Enter the annotation and save the sample 

Note: Once you have created a sample (save) - you may use it as a template for more samples. Just select it 
from the first drop-down field at the top of the page (“Optionally select Sample to clone”). Then give it a name, 
change the annotation and save it. 
 
You can always use “custom attribute names” to describe your sample in more details in a structured way! 

4. Click save 

1.  Minimum Info (marked with asterix) 

For each sample you need to provide information on: 
- Species/Organism 
-  Grouping Var = Condition or biological Group 
-  Sampling date 

à  This attributes should be enough for a meaningful  
description of your sample 

à  Additional information (growing conditions etc.) can 
be provided in the „Description field“ 

2. Select the protocols used to generate the samples 

3. Use „custom attributes“ to describe more  
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5. Workunits – Import (or link) Mass Spec Data 
A workunit is a collection of files. Depending on the context, workunits can mean different things. To 
create a workunit which imports your acquired “machine” data, click on “Import”. 

1. Click on Import 
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5. Workunits – Import (or link) Mass Spec Data (cont.) 

Depending on the resources available this screen can look different if there are different resources 
found in your project for importing. 

Click „Run“ to bundle QEXACTIVE_2  
raw files into a work unit 
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5. Workunits – Import Data (cont.) 
Import WUs generally consist of several data files (often RAW-files). Such a workunit is created when files are imported 
from the corresponding machine type (via the “Import” link in B-Fabric). For each Import WU you will get a task to 
assign the corresponding Extract (which itself is associated with a Sample). 

3. Check the ticker boxes for these files  
which you would like to wrap into the  
same workunit 

4. Click Select Marked Import Resources 

2. (optional) 
You may use a filter to narrow down the potential resources 
à No need for (*) as wildcards 

Note: All files which are 
already bundled in an 
import workunit are 
highlighted in red!  
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5. Workunits – Import Data (cont.) 
The filter field can be used to find files even if several hundred import resources are available. 

If the final collection of files is as you 
would like to have them grouped, 
à Click „Next“ 
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5. Workunits – Import Data (cont.) 

Already here, you can assign a sample, if 
it is already available. 
 
If the sample is NOT yet created, you still can 
continue, and you will be asked later to 
assign the sample. 

HINT: if you have used the the Queue Generator 
(webapp) to generate your instrument queue, 
the propose button will work best and all your  
samples will be matched to the corresponding  
raw file. 

 
Ideally, all samples are  
generated before importing 
The raw-files 
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5. Workunits – Import Data (cont.) 

Give your workunit a meaningful name 

Hit: „Save“, once you are done 
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5. Workunits – Import Data (cont.) 

 
DONE 
 

 
You may assign (or re-assign) Samples to raw files 
 

 
You can download a java (jnlp) file 
that allows you to download all the  
raw-files in one workunit 
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6. Workunits – Analyze Data 
A workunit is a collection of files. Depending on the context, workunits can mean different things and 
that is why this this generic name is chosen. To create a workunit, click on “Analyze”. 

Click „Analyze“ 

The List of Applications is ordered according to the  
different areas. 
 
The applications are run on previoulsy annotated 
data only. 
 
For all annotated RAW-files you should find the 
Mascot result file, which often will serve as an 
input for an Analysis-Workunit. 
 
With this applications you can for example generate 
Scaffold-files from your Mascot results or use 
the Mascot-export applications if the files cannot 
be downloaded by the browser anymore. 
Or you can run the TPP or use MSParser to create  
your own little identification database. 
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6. Workunits – Analyze Data 
For example: Generate a Scaffold file from one of your Mascot search result. 

 
Recently, many apps are developed as WebApp, 

-> they can be found in „More“ 
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6. Workunits – Analyze Data – Scaffold appliation 
For example: Generate a Scaffold file from of the projects Mascot search result. 

To generate for example a Scaffold-workunit:   Click „Run“ on the respective application 
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6. Workunits – Analyze Data – Scaffold appliation 

For all annotated RAW-files (and only for those!), B-Fabric will be aware of the respective 
Mascot result files if the mgf searched at the Mascot server is taken from our servers.  
This is called, mapping of dat-files and RAW-files and the generated resource is linked to 
bfabric with the pfeeder. 

Use the string filter to narrow down 
your list of searches (e.g. based on  
the mgf-filename 
Hint: No Asterix (*) for wild cahrds  
necessairy 

2. Check the Tickerboxes for these files  
which you would like to wrap into the  
same workunit 

3. Click Select Resources 

In case of a missing file please contact Dr. Christian Panse 
Be aware: if the sample is annoated before the importWU is generated,  

feeding should take ~ 10 min. Otherwise it can take longer if the sample  
is only annoated after importing the raw-file-WU. 
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6. Workunits – Analyze Data – Scaffold appliation 

Once you have selected all your 
Mascot results, click: „Next“ 

Give it a meaningful name 
& 
Click: „Save“ 
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6. Workunits – Analyze Data 

Successfully created workunit, within a short amount  
of time (estimate 10 min per mascot search), you will 
 find your workunit „finished“ 
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6. Workunits – Analyze Data 

Your workunit is now „available“ 
 
You can download the file and look 
at it with the free viewer of  
Scaffold 
provided at: www.proteomesoftware.com 


